
Protecting Yourself From Hackers & Keeping
Your Data Secure – With Van Santos

The article centers around the significance and methods of cybersecurity,
featuring valuable inputs from expert Van Santos, CEO of Indara
Cybersecurity, Inc.

In today's digital era, the importance of cybersecurity cannot be overstated.
The exercises in this workbook aim to help identify, understand, and
implement strategies to safeguard digital assets effectively.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"Ultimately, it's really your privacy.” - Van Santos

What You'll Learn From the Activity

These activities seek to deepen your understanding of the key points made
in the article about cybersecurity. They aim to reinforce the importance of
system updates, data backups, employee turnover management, and the
ongoing threats in the realm of cybersecurity.



Activity
Reflection: What are your initial thoughts on the concept of cybersecurity?

True or False: All computers, including Macs, are equally vulnerable and
need regular system updates.

Why are regular system updates crucial for cybersecurity?

List three consequences you can face if you neglect regular system
updates according to Van Santos.

How often do you backup your data currently?



Reflection: What does Van Santos's quote, "Ultimately, it's really your
privacy," mean to you?

Enumerate three reasons why data backup is important?

Situational Awareness: If you are not in the practice of regular data backup,
what steps would you take to start doing so?

Discuss the importance of effective employee turnover management in
preserving cybersecurity.

True or False: Departing employees pose no risk to your company’s
cybersecurity.



Enumerate steps you would take to manage employee onboarding and
offboarding in your organization effectively?

Essay: Reflect on Van Santos's assertion that “The biggest threat is
actually employees." Explain in your own words.

Multiple Choice: Which of the following is a rising threat in the realm of
cybersecurity according to Van Santos?
a) Phishing
b) Malware
c) Ransomware
d) All of the above

How can you mitigate the threats posed by employees and Phishing in your
organization?



Can you list some measures to prevent social engineering attacks in your
organization?

Fill in the Blanks: _ and _ are significant threats to cybersecurity as iterated
by Van Santos.

Sentence Completion: To maintain robust cybersecurity, it is essential to
______.

Cloze Test:

Departing employees ________(pose/no pose) a significant risk for (data
leak/cyber attack).
Immediate revocation of access from these employees can _______
(increase/ reduce) the risk.

Multiple Response: Which of these practices are key to effective
cybersecurity based on the article?
a) Regular system updates
b) Frequent password changes
c) Data backup
d) Attention to phishing threats

True or False: Cybersecurity is solely a tech department's responsibility and
does not require attention from all employees.



Reflection: After reading this article and working through this activity, how
has your understanding and approach towards cybersecurity changed?

Enumerate three key takeaways from Van Santos's interview on
cybersecurity.

Essay: Discuss how you intend to apply the knowledge gained from this
article and activity in your day-to-day life or business.

What are the steps you'll take to stay a step ahead of cybersecurity
threats?



Situational Awareness: If you identify a potential data breach in your
organization, what steps would you take?

Reflection: How important is the role of continuous learning and staying
updated in maintaining robust cybersecurity?

Sentence Completion: Maintaining robust cybersecurity means _______.

True or False: External threats pose a greater risk than internal threats in
cybersecurity.

Reflection: Moving forward, what changes would you make in your
organization to enhance cybersecurity after reading this article?



Based on the insights of Van Santos, why should every individual care
about cybersecurity, regardless of their profession?


